
 

PATH TO PUBLISHING IS
MORE THAN A COMPANY, 

IT'S A COMMUNITY . . . 
OF PATHFINDERS



In military organizations, a pathfinder is a specialized
soldier inserted and dropped into place in order to set
up and organize drop zones for ground unit
commanders. At the end of that path is where you will
find the Path To Publishing founder and CEO, Joylynn M.
Ross, the literary Ground Unit Commander. You'll also
find her priceless literary tribe, the Pathfinders, all
there not just pointing other literary soldiers on their
literary journey in the right direction, but who are
willing, ready, and equipped to make sure they reach
their final destination of which their literary dreams,
visions, and goals await.



 

Individually we make a difference, together we make an
impact; not only in the literary community, but in our

communities as a whole.

Pathfinders make up a powerful, unique, and elite group of
writers, authors, entrepreneurs, and business professionals

who are creating literary legacies while supporting and
contributing to the literary arts.We're not just writers and

authors who are writing, publishing, and selling books and
publications. We are literary entertainers. We are literary
artists. We are literary architects building literary empires!



PATH TO PUBLISHING
AND PATHFINDERS

 
 PHILANTHROPIC AND
CHARITABLE EFFORTS



TOP THAT! THE SHIRTS OFF
OUR BACKS

Every September, Path To Publishing hosts the "Act Like an Author, Think Like a
Business" Conference. Part of the conference instruction and curriculum is

focused on building supplemental, residual, passive, and disposable income (as
well as generational wealth) with our intellectual property (such as our books,

publications, courses, speaking skills, expertise, thoughts, ideas, concepts, etc.).
Not simply so that we can be rolling in dough, but so that we can be free and

experience freedom: financial freedom and time freedom, which enables us to
be free to give both our money and our time. In life, you can't give what you

don't have, and you can't make a withdrawal on something you didn't deposit.
If you want others to invest in you or be willing to give you the shirt off their

back, then you have to be willing to do the same.



With the "Top That! The Shirts Off
Our Backs" program, each

conference attendee is encouraged
to bring a top or shirt (used or

new) that will, in turn, be donated
to Assistance League Las Vegas
(ALLV). ALLV has not only been

recognized as the best thrift store
in Las Vegas, but it takes every

dime made at the thrift store, and
purchases brand new clothing for
children in need. It's an honor for

Pathfinders to be able to donate to
such an amazing organization.

To learn more about and donate
directly to ALLV, visit their website

at www.allv.org



Read It and Reap!
Pathfinders are encouraged to donate their own
books--children or adult, new or gently used--

from all genres. These donations are then
delivered to Spread the Word Nevada, an

organization with a literacy driven purpose and
mission that serves children of the schools they
adopt, as well as their siblings and adult family

members, by providing new and gently used
books. Youth books are distributed to the

children, while adult books are either
distributed to adult family members through

several of Spread the Word Nevada school year
and summer programs, or sold under their

account on Amazon, where the earnings are
then used to purchase books for the children.

It only made sense to partner with an
organization whose mission Path To Publishing

and Pathfinders could directly complement.

To learn more about Spread the Word Nevada,
visit their website at

https://spreadthewordnevada.org



Tis the Season Grocery Store Challenge
For the entire month of December,
Pathfinders, at least once, pays for
the groceries of either the person in

front of or behind them in the
grocery store line. They then post

the receipt on social media using the
hashtag #GroceryStoreChallenge,

and challenge others to do the same.

You don't have to be a Pathfinder to
join the challenge. During the month

of December, simply pay for the
groceries of either the person in front
of or behind you in the grocery store
line. Next, post the receipt on social

media using the hashtag
#GroceryStoreChallenge, and

challenge others to do the same.


